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The report investigates the efficiency of investment in surface and groundwater and public and private irrigation in India. A brief history of irrigation development is provided as are expenditures and rates of return. In 1976-78, estimates show that only 34-45 percent of operating costs were recovered in government surface irrigation schemes. Rates of return on public surface projects are low compared to investment in groundwater development.

In examining the causes for low returns in surface irrigation, the authors compare the northern with the southern systems and find the former more successful than the latter. In the north, irrigation is by run-of-the-river, irrigation intensities are very low and only a fraction of the land can be irrigated. But the water is delivered on a fixed schedule through the warabundi system. The farmers have learned to stretch scarce water supplies and are aware of their rights (established through law and custom) and insist on their turns. In the south, irrigation intensities are high, water is stored in reservoirs, conveyed through elaborate mechanisms and discharge rates can be adjusted. However, efficiency is low and allocated water is used on one-half to three-quarters of the intended area at the upper reaches. Management problems below the outlet are an important factor in lower efficiency levels as is management of water between the reservoir and the outlet.

The authors suggest that the problem of water wastage is difficult to solve without mechanisms to enforce more efficient use. Rates of return can be increased through design improvements combined with clear-cut legal water rights, efficient and timely water delivery and improved management by trained professional cadres. Imposing water scarcity on all users will be a powerful incentive to water use efficiency. Design that incorporates greater flexibility of water delivery is also useful, as are smaller areas to be served by each outlet and greater portions of the system being lined. These developments would require a greater government role. Improved operating procedures will require efficient water scheduling and equitable water allocation and the ability to overcome resistance to reallocation of water by farmers now benefitting disproportionately. Cooperation among farmers can be enhanced through controlled and reliable water supplies to outlets.
The main factors limiting returns to groundwater investment include geologic conditions, energy availability (especially power shortages) and lack of adequate technical advice. Private wells function more efficiently than do public wells because individual control enables water application in a timely and flexible manner. Returns from groundwater irrigation can be increased through improved supply of complementary factors (electricity, credit availability, etc.) and land consolidation.


This paper reviews the history of state involvement in irrigation systems in Sri Lanka. Traditionally, farmer participation in irrigation systems was based on equity and productivity and a strong, self-reliant management organization developed around the village tank. Initially, the British promoted local participation in irrigation management with local leadership, local enforcement of rules and codification of local irrigation rules. But the government's policy changed with a shift in emphasis to large schemes. Management became more centralized and institutionalized, and as traditional systems were neglected, farmers became alienated.

The Special Program of the 1960's utilized intensive management to provide a coordinated supply of inputs to farmers but since it neglected to focus on farmer participation, farmers' problems and long-term management plans, the program was unsuccessful. It has provoked changes in the irrigation system which now utilizes farmer organizations and resources in conjunction with government funding for rehabilitation of minor irrigation systems. Small scale projects which promote farmer participation are encouraged and channel-based user organizations have been formed and institutionalized.

"An Analysis of the Philippine Economic Crisis--A Workshop Report". Quezon City: University of the Philippines, School of Economics, nd.

Public irrigation schemes have higher costs than private schemes, but are worthwhile in directing benefits to poor communities. Public scheme users pay higher fees than those in private schemes, but charges do not cover costs. Much of the difference in costs is attributed to large overheads and administrative costs in public schemes, and better use of voluntary services for O and M in private schemes.

This paper describes the operation of the San Roque Communal Irrigation System (SRNIA) in allocating water, managing O and M and resolving problems encountered during operation. The SRNIA strives to help farmers develop systems which are more responsive to their needs using a participatory approach. Methods for comparing and improving Water-Use Efficiency (WUE) are discussed as are the effects on WUE of changes in the system.

The SRNIA employs continuous flow irrigation at times of frequent rainfall and rotational irrigation when water is scarce. The rotation system is based on equal time allotments to each farmer.

The organization of the SRNIA has shifted from a centralized to a decentralized structure, enabling expeditious conflict resolution, improved fee collection, and greater farmer participation. Conflicts have been minimal within the organization, but they have occurred among leaders as a result of local politics and among farmers over water rights. Conflicts among farmers have been resolved by a third party. The most serious ongoing dispute is with a non-member over the use of water. The legal costs of this dispute have increased user fees greatly. Recently, fees have been regularly collected at harvest time. Previously, collections were made only when the need arose. Several other changes such as giving commissions to collectors and collection on a per hectare basis are being considered in an effort to improve the collection capability.

This study examines the different factors involved in irrigation pricing with special reference to the conditions in Punjab and Uttar Pradesh. It describes the evolution of the structure of irrigation rates in the two states and the theoretical issues associated with irrigation pricing, as well as
It was found that the rate of demand for water depends more on the degree of agricultural development than on the rate structure. Therefore, it is necessary to maximize irrigation potential by increasing availability of inputs in order to raise production and the farmers' ability to pay higher rates.


The seminar proceedings provide a useful summary of the Bank's experience in a range of countries. The conclusions have recommendations convening management and financing of irrigation projects.


This study examines the Chambal Valley Development Program in the Kata and Bundi districts of Rajasthan and the state of Madhya Pradesh in India with respect to the on-farm development of physical structures. Water scheduling, pricing, and delivery policies are examined in reference to a new agricultural extension program in the region. The authors recommend a new water management approach that improves upon the transportation and communication facilities, and the education and training of village extension workers. A close interaction with state irrigation offices is also recommended.

The article describes a four-part strategy for developing water user associations and catalogues some of the problems encountered in each case. The first strategy is to give construction help to local associations with costs financed on a loan basis. This is necessitated by the temporariness of farmer constructed diversions which often do not survive the rains and result in inefficiencies and crop losses. Problems with established institutions include poor member participation, passive and/or corrupt leadership, divergent desires regarding government aid and repayment of construction costs. Good
technical help and construction of durable structures are necessary conditions for solving or preventing some of the organizational problems.

The second strategy is for preconstruction development of the skills and viability of the associations by encouraging cooperation, active participation of all members and development of effective management skills. Group dynamic seminars can be employed for this purpose. The third strategy of fostering farmer participation in all key decisions and activities is based on several assumptions about the beneficial effects of this on institutional development. The problems include the fact that agency management systems are often designed for centralized planning and implementation; the pressures upon engineers to finish construction on time causes conflicts because the participatory approach may take longer to implement; and hiring and procurement are often done by outside agencies though farmers would like to do it themselves.

The fourth strategy is to maintain the independence of the associations by putting accountability at the local level. The first three strategies can help accomplish this but assistance is also needed after the construction phase for helping to develop farmer capacity for routine managerial tasks including record keeping, financial management, water management, etc.


Recent field research findings indicate there is great potential to improve performance of existing irrigation systems in Asian rice growing regions. Crop yield, water use efficiency, irrigation efficiency, water adequacy, relative water supply, and water distribution equity criteria can be used to assess irrigation system performance. These criteria for areas with crop planning (zoning) should consider net returns for all farmers, as well as soil suitability. Equity issues may be complicated by water rights questions. Once the equity criteria are determined,
it is possible to assess water distribution equity. Methodological options available for evaluating field research on irrigation system management improvement are analyzed. Also discussed are applicability requirements and field considerations of practical alternatives for measuring critical hydrologic and hydraulic factors which enable the determination of water-related criteria for irrigation system performance evaluation.


A discussion of different organizational structures and their effectiveness in relation to the method of management and accountability.


This paper presents an analytical framework for monitoring and evaluating administration of irrigation projects in developing countries. A review of four field studies in South and East Asia is included, which focuses on the organizational procedures affecting tail-end farmers. The appendix summarizing "Guidelines for Analysis Using a Checklist Format" is particularly useful for monitoring and evaluating irrigation projects.


Evaluation of irrigation projects tend to be limited to technical and economic performance. The processes of management require increased attention in evaluation. Paper includes a checklist for evaluating performance and returns to irrigation projects.


An analysis of conflicts for technical, organizational and financial responsibility for post construction works and O and M in Indonesian irrigation systems. Report includes recommendations for financing, budgeting and administration of irrigation operation. The report highlights the common problem of
administrative (Government) and irrigation management geographic boundaries not being coincidental.


The paper focuses on the need and offers recommendations for developing institutions which better protect the needs of the farmer on the tailend of a watercourse and the small farmer (often the same person fits into both categories). Three themes emerged: 1) Farmers along a watercourse are physically interdependent. Therefore, independent activity is inefficient and unequal. Also downstreamers are especially subject to the actions of those upstream. Institutional provisions were seen as a way to correct these inequalities; 2) Uneven water supply causes institutional uncertainty. Often the cause is that farmers ignore many rules and conventions for water allocation; and 3) Small farmers tend to be cautious optimizers. Based on uneven water supply and other uncertainties, they will choose safe routes of production, at the expense of maximizing yield.

Several case studies were cited to corporate these facts in Mexico, Sudan, India, Malaysia, Philippines and Taiwan. Especially in Taiwan, it was noted that an increase in farmer water control resulted in a decrease in overall water requirements.
The author concluded that **intensification**, or structuring the needs of the small farmer into an institutional system, was correlated to good water management and to higher crop yields. Two ways to assure intensification are:

- lowering an individual farmer's costs of making mistakes; and

- making institutions predictable and dependable—i.e., not constantly changing the "rules".


This article addresses the effect of water security (quantity and timeliness of water supply) and water reform (institutional modifications which alter current water allocations) on irrigation farmers, particularly the less advantaged. Water security has a direct bearing on production as unreliable water supply causes farmers to take less risks or put less effort into their production activities. Water security depends on the physical characteristics of the system (water supply, losses due to transport, drainage and seepage, and distance to and number of irrigators) as well as the management of the supply (scheduling, allocation, maintenance and enforcement procedures). Farmers who are poorer, less politically influential and/or more distant from the water source are more vulnerable to water security issues.

The authors emphasize the need for a workable association to monitor and maintain water security and the need to protect the interests of the least advantaged so that water equity can be assured. The Philippine Irrigation Service Association is cited as a positive example of a working institution. Association members participate actively in the formation of the association and in the decisions which ultimately affect their access to water. In turn, their responsibilities to the association range from obedience of rules and regulations established by the association, to payment of dues and fees, to contributions to construction and maintenance of the irrigation system.

The success of the association lies in its formalized structure and functions which require full involvement by its members, and in the cultural compatibility of the institution to the traditional structure of the society.

The authors conclude that policy changes are needed to address associations with operational or organizational problems or in situations where no associations exist. They advocate continued research into user organizations as a means of making more effective irrigated agriculture.
...The greatest potential for increased agricultural production lies in reorganizing, rehabilitating, modernizing and improving management of the existing irrigation network." This conclusion by the author is supported by a review of cost/benefit issues in several areas, including the opportunity cost of irrigation, equity of water allocation, pre-planning needs, investment in local financing and recurrent costs, and improved design of construction and O and M.

Competition for resources is not necessarily between irrigation and rainfed farming, but between irrigating new land versus supplying existing developed land. Great care must be taken in the planning stages to avoid mistakes since water has such a high opportunity cost. Applied research of scientific and social factors affecting irrigation (such as plant/water/soil interactions and farmer water allocation patterns) should be a necessary prerequisite to planning for irrigation. Steps should be taken by donors to support schemes for giving the poorer farmer a larger share than what is traditionally considered "equitable" (i.e., a greater share than proportionate to amount of land owned).

Recurrent costs, which are largely local costs for operation and maintenance, have often been the most productive use of donor finances; however, donor support for O and M is "relatively rare." Table 2 (page 18) considers several aid options for O and M. The author supports greater aid for local financing and recurrent costs. He also advocates better design of O and M sections of an irrigation plan, including utilization of existing organizations versus establishment of new ones, development of manuals and maintenance workshops, provision of machinery and equipment, and financing such as water charges, land taxes, and sales or value-added taxes. He urges consideration of lower discount rates for projects, and increased support of drainage projects, small-scale irrigation, private irrigation development, groundwater development, and most importantly, modernization of
existing irrigation systems instead of building new, costly systems.


The objective of this paper is to determine the validity and implications of the hypothesis that potential performance in the 0 and M phase of irrigation projects is not realized because of shortages of recurrent financial resources and neglect of 0 and M. It is asserted that inadequate 0 and M adversely impacts agricultural productivity, adds costs to the irrigation agency, leads to substandard working order, decreases yield, worsens social conditions, and negatively impacts projects in other sectors.

Because planning is an *ex ante* procedure, planners typically "expect the worst and plan for the best." Often, appraisals focus on technical, economic and financial aspects of a plan, but not on organizational, managerial, and operational aspects, and village-level analysis. Constant feedback of data from those in charge of 0 and M to project planners and more attention to lessons learned from past mistakes is needed. Problems cited are poor construction standards, unfinished projects, poor financing and training of personnel, failure of water rate collections to raise sufficient funds, corruption, and various problems unique to each irrigation management system. Solutions and future strategies include government consideration of devices related to extending credit on loans, (sub)sector lending with agreed 0 and M amounts, more input from aid donors in protecting 0 and M services, contract clauses making new investment contingent upon satisfactory 0 and M of original project, more careful planning of recurrent costs, external audits of the budgeting system, and assessments of farmer capability to pay for adequate 0 and M.

---


Views differ about objectives and criteria for irrigation and irrigation management - between individuals, groups, disciplines, professionals and departments; according to whether one or several objectives and criteria are considered; according to who is meant to benefit; and according to where objectives and criteria are located on long causal chains. As a practical framework, five focal objectives and criteria are proposed: productivity, especially of water; equity, especially in its distribution; long-term stability, both environmental and through maintenance of works; carrying capacity (livelihood-intensity), reflecting the size of population supported at a decent and secure level; and well-being, including health, amenity, nutrition and psychological factors. Measures to optimize achievement of these objectives include decisions about the size and location of area to be irrigated; changes in farm size; the scheduling and delivery of water; choice of cropping system and crop zoning; the frequency with which different zones receive irrigation; the staggering of cultivation; and the spatial and temporal spread of cultivation rights. Bringing this repertoire to bear, there appear to be rather few serious conflicts between the objectives. Perhaps the main one is between productivity and equity where high transmission losses reduce the productivity of system water distributed to tailends, but this is often offset by the highly productive use of groundwater supplied by seepage losses. In contrast, complementarities are very strong, especially with redistribution of water from head to tail which can at once be more productive, more equitable, reduce waterlogging, support more livelihoods, and enhance well-being. Many constraints on optimizing are linked with who gains and who loses from current practices, and who would gain and who would lose from changes. Facing these questions, the approach of practical political economy seeks realistic opportunities by asking how all can gain, or how losers can be reconciled to their losses. Three major problems and opportunities are presented by, first, the professional training and incentives of irrigation managers, second, the search for ways in which headreach farmers can gain while receiving less water, and third, the purchase and distribution of land to landless and very small farmers at the time when irrigation comes. To proceed further, four next steps are proposed.

Economic rent is defined in this paper as the "...residual of the value of surface irrigation at its market price..." and computed as the "...value of tubewell water cost less water rates..." Of the various types of irrigation systems in Pakistan, canal irrigation generates the highest economic rent. The author suggests that to remove economic rent, especially for segments of the irrigation system disadvantaged by canal position, water rates have to be revised in accordance with net income from crop production. Furthermore, to justify increases in water rates, the increments from revenue must be channeled to improvements in water delivery efficiency. Detailed estimates of selected irrigation systems in Pakistan are included in the paper.


Farmers find the irrigation association membership fee a heavy burden because of low income, rather than because of the level of the fee. The study examines agricultural productivity and farmers' ability to pay the irrigation fee. It is argued that the government should continue to subsidize irrigation and try to increase agricultural productivity and farm families' revenue. In the long run, a soundly organized, self-governed irrigation association is desirable.


This article outlines a three-phase water management development model that the authors have found, through field studies, increases food production and has significant positive effects on energy use and the environment in developing countries. The three phases are problem identification,
development and assessment of solutions, and implementation of solutions in a development program at the farm level.

An interdisciplinary team of specialists which includes agricultural engineers, agronomists, sociologists, and economists then applies this model so that a variety of factors and solutions are considered and evaluated. For example, in Pakistan the technologically best solution to the irrigation problems might have been to install concrete-lined watercourses to the farmers' fields, but economic conditions did not permit this. So, a program was developed to restore existing watercourses. This reaped many positive results, including for some a doubling of water supply, a steadier and more dependable supply, more land areas for farming, and improved yields. Indirect benefits included more efficient energy use in pumping water and less water logging and salinity.


Effective water pricing will only be achieved with timely and reliable water supplies which are allocated fairly. High water charges were recommended to encourage efficiency, increase Government revenue, and as a means of taking the privileged users of irrigation.


This paper examines the institutional and organizational influences on water-use behavior. The author analyzes the nature of interaction between Philippine farmers and the administration and organization of three gravity irrigation systems by focusing on the role played by the government-employed ditch tenders. The nature of this interaction is analyzed by looking at three specific factors: 1) the scale of the interaction; 2) the form of the interaction; and 3) the content of the interaction.

The scope, form, and content of interaction between ditch tenders and water users shows a pattern of integration that is authoritarian, minimal in farmer participation and is coincidental with high levels of uncertainty and frustration. As long as the water user is inhibited from being more directly involved in water distribution decisions, the system will lack feedback information for improvement and development. Greater farmer participation is urged so that the system can be developed and improved in the areas of efficiency and equitable distribution. It is noted that frequent contact between the ditch tender and the water user places the ditch tender in the role as a potential source for the
farmers for information regarding technical innovations—a role the ditch tender is not now filling.


The key to a successfully operated program of irrigation development and water distribution is an effective collaboration between local cooperative water users and government regulatory agencies. The following are significant aspects from the example of Comilla, Bangladesh which contribute toward its success:

The use of small-scale, village-based pump systems enable the local government and village level to exercise more control of O and M and water distribution.

Bangladesh's local government system operates a great deal at the thana (or country) level, enabling flexible collaboration. The Bangladesh Agricultural Development Corporation (BADC) allows for a good deal of variation, to enable villages to adapt their procedures to local needs. Three examples of this adaptability are taken from an example in Nabagram: 1) the village hired a water distributor, who was selected by village coop members each season; 2) the village coop set different rates for coop member users, non-coop village users and non-village water users. Since coop members attended weekly meetings and contributed labor, they received the lowest rate. Non-coop villagers contributed labor for irrigation system cleaning and repair, so received the next lowest rate. Non-villagers paid the highest rate since they contributed no time or labor; and 3) villagers hired their own mechanic instead of relying on the BADC mechanic. Although the cost was much higher, they preferred the local control and accountability this arrangement afforded.

The paper emphasized the importance of close collaboration between the local government agency (in this case BADC) and the village to ensure timely distribution of irrigated water. It also noted that irrigation management institutions are often not effective because they are too removed from the on-farm level.

Tables included rainfall patterns, landholdings and water use categories for payments.

The conference reviewed the role of management and organization for water delivery, utilization and system maintenance. Existing irrigation users may provide a major area for investment to improve resource mobilization and improve returns, in preference to investment in new schemes.


This book addresses the questions of how current government policies in Latin America must change in order to meet the rising demand for water in addition to other questions concerning agriculture water management in Argentina, Colombia, Mexico and Peru.

Using the case-study approach, the authors deal with several of the more important emerging water issues, such as competition between agricultural and non-agricultural uses, pricing to encourage more efficient and equitable allocation, optimal uses for crop production and control of salinity, and the effectiveness of multipurpose flood-control projects.

Two principal responses to water management were identified: construction of additional control facilities or more efficient use of water in existing systems.

The authors challenge the traditional view—widely held in Latin America and elsewhere—that water is not like other economic resources and that therefore its management must be highly centralized, with economic criteria having little effect on its allocation. This traditional view has resulted in water management institutions which generally are rigid and slow to respond to changing technological, economic and social realities affecting water demand and supply.

In the case of Peru, the authors note a conflict between water laws, prescriptions of economists and real world management and division of resources by farmers. The law specifies full cost recovery, economist recommend special pricing schemes, and in practice, irrigated water is highly subsidized with fees bearing little relationship to the amount of water used. Neither laws, nor the recommendations of economist, seem to have taken into account important real world factors such as the seasonal nature
of rainfall or the many political, social and cultural practices of water users.


A comprehensive bibliography with annotations, covering many related issues in management, pricing and resource use in irrigation.


This document is a case study on the NIA communal project done recently by de Jesus of the Asian Institute of Management. Its focus is not on the work of the famous Community Organizers, but on the changes in attitude and policy within NIA which were necessary first to initiate the program and then to accommodate it.

The critical shift in NIA objectives from expansion of irrigated area to the development of functioning irrigation systems was reinforced by a presidential mandate to recover, partially, the costs of construction of new communal systems. Support at the center for an innovative approach involving farmer participation in design and construction had to be converted to support by regional and provincial NIA field offices. This involved both changing attitudes toward the new objectives and strategy through training courses and workshops, and also changing structures and procedures by which NIA operated. These changes included significant modifications in NIA planning, budgeting, and accounting procedures and changes in the criteria by which the performance of Provincial Irrigation Engineers is evaluated.

Not treated here is the critical role played throughout this process by the Communals Irrigation Committee, a group of engineers, anthropology planners, and management specialists who helped to chart the course taken, set the strategy, and develop the tools and mechanisms that allowed continuous monitoring of activities and which guided the unfolding of the entire effort.

The study analyzes variations in communal system organization, approaches to management, and the water rights status for commercial irrigators groups.


This article analyzes the institutional aspects of existing irrigation systems in the Philippines and the organizational principles relating to managerial reform programs. Emphasis is placed on development and improvement of human support structures which increase irrigation efficiency and, in turn, increase yield per ha of rice land area. A strengthening of the indigenous organizational structures is seen as most effective in terms of water management. The major focus is on a specific community-managed system (HMT) in the province of Camarines Sur where management is by local farmers. Community systems comprise approximately 50 percent of irrigated cropland in the Philippines and 25 percent of irrigated land in Indonesia.

Examination of community systems reveals socio-organizational challenges such as: capacity to maintain facilities; equitable allocation of water among users; resolution of farmer conflict; and mobilization of resources for O and M. Specifically, system maintenance is critical as damage and deterioration caused by monsoons and high levels of humidity necessitate effective labor mobilization for maintenance. Farmers' perceptions of water use benefits affect motivation levels and reinforce importance of mobilizing both upstream and downstream users. Difficulty in securing farmer contributions and the need for social organization in resolving allocation disputes among farmers is also addressed.

Among findings of HMT mechanisms for O and M are: (1) culture-specific mechanisms pertaining to those employed in mobilizing labor, cash resources and conflict resolution; and (2) cross-cultural "mini-unit" structures which disperse leadership geographically throughout the system. Social stratification within HMT serves to mobilize resources for system O and M, thereby reinforcing the author's assertion that the most effective forms of irrigation can be achieved once planners and implementors gain knowledge of existing social and cultural conditions.
This paper discusses the findings of a multidisciplinary investigation potential for cooperation by small groups of farmers in semi-arid tropical southern India. This investigation was undertaken as part of an overall assessment of the prospects for the development of small agricultural watersheds in the region.

Two types of cooperative behavior amongst the farmers are identified by the authors: 1) rule-based behavior, which is predominantly passive, can persist over the long term, and can be carried out by individuals, small groups, or large groups alike; and 2) decision-based behavior, which is situational, requires management judgments, and can be carried out effectively only by individuals or small groups formed only for the short-term, decision-making task at hand.

The authors found that the system of cooperation followed by farmers who share rights to wells is rule-based, and that decision-based interaction was excluded by custom. They then conclude that the farmers would prefer small sources of irrigation water—such as runoff collection points on small watersheds—-to be individually owned unless simple rules for the distribution of water could be enacted. The farmers' aim is to minimize interaction and common decision-making among owners.

Towards a General Guideline of Irrigation Water Policy.
Agricultural Administration. No. 4, 1978.

A phased approach to developing water charge would initially use indirect charges with close attention to administrative control to encourage adoption. The second stage would combine a basic charge and water pricing as farmers gain experience. In most developing countries equilibrium price based charges should be used in conjunction with basic charges. This approach would encompass a number of objectives and by orientation to the farm reduce risks of project failure.


The Bank's policy has been to require a recovery of at least the public sector's O and M costs, and up to 100 percent of all direct public costs of any irrigation project, with revenues and costs in future years suitably discounted and adjusted for general inflation and with costs measured at domestic market prices. In practice, negotiated recovery rates in Bank projects have indeed exceeded O and M costs, but have fallen well short of total costs. According to a survey of 17 Bank irrigation projects, anticipated recoveries averaged only 30 percent of total costs. The policy has therefore allowed wide discretion in setting the level of charges, at least in relation to public costs. Justifications of proposed charges have referred mainly to the need to help users, especially the poorer ones and, occasionally, the need to preserve user incentives. Unfortunately, the absence of a sound framework for incorporating distributional and other objectives into the assessment of charges has led to rather simplistic and vague rules for setting their level; and these rules may have contributed to the poor record of estimated recoveries. This paper is intended to assist decisions on cost recovery by providing an appropriate framework for determining the desirable means and degree of cost recovery.

Recommendations for improved cost recovery are through efficiency pricing and through discriminatory benefit taxes, for example, a land betterment tax. The betterment tax should accurately reflect size of the potential rent. The requirements necessary for instituting market prices for water are: measured deliveries; auctioning of water to highest bidders; blocs of buyers; and capability to deliver water to buyers and withhold it from non-buyers. The desirable characteristics for any cost recovery instrument include: 1) capacity to discriminate between water users and non-users; 2) ability to guide efficient allocation of resources; 3) at least one instrument with the capacity for progressive rates; and 4) fair rates in the sense that they are linked to service provided in terms of timing and amounts of water delivery. The author clarifies that market clearing prices for water would have no relation to accounting.
costs such as 0 and M; use of crop rates could distort cropping patterns and there is no opportunity to apply progressivity; and indirect production taxes may cause resource misallocation if they discourage use of taxed factors.


The economic basis for determining water charges will vary with project type and objectives. To better capture a share of the economic rent through water charges, planners should be flexible at project design stage, so the project can accommodate different allocation procedures and water charges. Flexible fees and price rationing may improve efficiency, and allow fee increases with inflation, with less farmer protest than attempts to alter a fixed fee system.

---


This article discusses two different kinds of programs in Eastern India designed to improve water use and management by installing field channels in order to give farmers better control over the water in each field. The two programs represent the two ends of the cost spectrum, one being capital intensive and costly and the other involving the introduction of a simple system of village field channels at minimum cost.

The article reports on the internal rates of return from these projects and highlights the importance of technically trained people and alternative project designs in making the project viable. The author concludes that new institutional arrangements are necessary within the villages for the maintenance of the new irrigation systems, and also finds that improved means of water allocation are needed.

The author advocates pricing water on the basis of the volume used--perhaps measured at the village level rather than at individual farms--plus better policing of actual water use, as means for improving the efficiency of on-farm water use. In addition, for the minimum cost projects, farmers should pay the full cost of installing the simple small unlined channels because their increased returns cover costs in the first year.

This paper focuses on pricing, economic and management issues. Important issues were (a) the inefficiency of resource use for irrigation, (b) conflicts for scarce water use, particularly between irrigation and hydropower, (c) the increasing tradeoffs between agricultural and environmental issues, and (d) effect of irrigation projects on already shared wealth distribution.

In this article, the authors address the issue of the socioeconomic problems facing irrigation managers and how these problems impact upon overall failures in reaching expected levels and distribution of output and income. Three topics are examined: 1) water allocation procedures and policies; 2) institutional arrangements for irrigation management; and 3) irrigation investment alternatives. They summarize the findings of many earlier studies and then raise their own questions about key issues for the future.

Farmer participation in the form of users' organizations is discussed in the Institutional Arrangements for Irrigation Management portion of the article. The authors find in their survey of the literature that farmers' organizations clearly facilitate farmer cooperation in the areas of operations and maintenance, distribution, management, and sometimes even in the financing of the project. The key question left unanswered, however, is how to establish effective users' organizations to meet the project objectives and at the same time be adaptable to local conditions. Other areas of concern include the disparity in land ownership and the underlying local power structure and how these factors often determine who derives the benefits from the projects, and also the need for institutional changes in order to achieve the objectives of equity and efficiency. The authors believe more must be done to develop incentives, training programs and institutions which will make better use of management talent available among farmers.

The authors also briefly discuss water pricing in the section on institutional arrangements, noting how rules and procedures for water pricing affect both the distribution of water and benefits. Conflicts over the equitable distribution of water, efficiency of distribution, and means for meeting government objectives including cost recovery and influencing allocation are all influenced by water pricing policies.
The Philippine government, in an attempt to increase crop production, has distributed thousands of pumps to tap the country's groundwater resources. The authors conducted a survey to determine the effects of this distribution, especially on the pumps' performance and their effects on farmer economic status. Surveys were conducted in the Batangas and Quezon provinces; the sample consisted of 52 pumps serving 65 farms. Results were tabulated on farm characteristics, cropping patterns, pump characteristics, pump investment, pump performance, costs and returns for pump irrigated rice fields, reasons given for irrigation charges, satisfaction of irrigation charges, and problems regarding pump use.

Flexible arrangements in water distribution resulted in a strong spirit of cooperation, since each farmer was guaranteed enough water to meet their farm needs. Although the survey revealed that there was no sound or systematic basis for charging irrigation fees, most of the pump users seemed content with the fee arrangements. However, the authors believe that, since
farmers are so dependent on pumps for their irrigation needs, they do not want to protest the fees. Problem areas cited included lack of cash for pump repairs (aggravated by difficulty in securing spare parts), lack of skilled mechanics to repair pumps, and (less frequently cited) poor quality of repair services.


This paper is a feasibility study for the establishment of farmer organizations in tank irrigated areas of Karnataka. Current practice is for the farmers to maintain their own channels below the outlet and maintenance is often unsatisfactory.

From questionnaires administered to farmers and officials, it was found that water distribution was decided by the Taluk Tank Irrigation Committee, but below the outlet farmers were responsible for distribution. Farmers also maintained field channels, although they expected the government to maintain the main channel. Communication between Department officials and farmers was not good and interactions were mainly through the soudi (operator) and the Maistry (engineer) who were Irrigation Department officials. They were generally well perceived by the farmers and they had no conflicts with the farmers. There was conflict between farmers over water distribution. Resolution was generally by villagers themselves though sometimes officials were called in for mediation.

Water rates were levied in some areas and collected by the village accountant. A wide divergence of opinion existed among farmers about the level of the charge and their willingness to participate in O and M on an organized basis. Maintenance of the physical structure was important to the farmers and they expressed willingness to participate if the government assisted in maintenance. Since rotational water distribution was needed to ensure greater equity, greater farmer participation would be required for new tank schemes. The study concluded that establishment of farmers' organizations was feasible for water distribution and conflict management and for maintaining the system below the outlets. However, the presence of the government in the form of the soudi was necessary for effective functioning of the organization.


Inadequate O and M are analyzed in terms of shortages in public funds and foreign exchange. The author suggests use of varying discount rates for different expenditures in a project to better account for opportunity costs. If O and M costs are valued at higher opportunity costs than construction, the result is likely to be a higher, but perhaps more appropriate net present cost than using a single discount rate for the whole project.


In most of the canal systems in north India and west Pakistan, the principal problem affecting water delivery is the lack of predictability, certainty, and controllability of canal water supplies. The practice of water trading and sale is viewed as a way in which water deliveries can be controlled, especially if a water users' association is organized to negotiate with government agencies or with large landowners.


With adequate local leadership and attention to technical detail, government subsidy to mobilize local, low opportunity cost labor resources for irrigation rehabilitation produced high rates of return. A similar study in the Philippines showed similar results, with a relatively greater share of benefits to farm laborers than owners.


This general discussion of irrigation includes the issues of financing and repayment, organization, operation and maintenance and appropriate water use management. The authors state that charges for water service should be established on a basis which will encourage the undertaking of irrigated farming in new projects and also discourage the misuse of water. Also, repayment of project costs can be realized by special taxes on the lands benefitted and by charges for the use of water, power, and other services. The authors also believe that the organization, operation and maintenance of irrigation projects are as important to their success as are the original design and construction, and that experiences with irrigation enterprises throughout the world suggest that local control of final water distribution is often desirable. But, the selection of the method and necessary preparations should not be left to the farmer.


The costly nature of irrigation projects suggests that better preparation should be undertaken to adequately plan project costs, management and O and M. Cost recovery on World Bank project varies greatly, and the fiscal viability of both Government and farmer need to be better assessed.


The paper analyzes relationships between social, production and distributional organization of irrigation systems in a number of Asian country studies. Adjusting organizational and financial procedures may improve productivity and distribution of benefits and costs.
This study explored the impact of the rehabilitated Bone-Bone irrigation system on the production, productivity, income and employment of farmers affected by the system. The study examined a village before and after irrigation and then compared this same village to a non-irrigated village.

The authors found that the effects of irrigation create such an abundance in yield that a labor shortage results on the farms. Irrigation also generated many off-farm jobs but the labor shortage during harvest time prevented farmers from benefitting from these jobs. Human and animal labor, chemical inputs and land taxes increased faster than increased in gross farm income. As a result, farmers' incomes are distributed to a greater extent among village cooperative groups, hired labor, livestock owners and government revenue.

Based on these observations the author made five recommendations for more effective irrigation systems: 1) Relieve farmers from losses due to pests by reducing pesticide cost; 2) Reduce labor cost through uniform planting times; 3) create water user organizations to control water management; 4) Provide facilities for reducing post harvest losses; and 5) Provide selective mechanization in farming and increased animal labor.


"Relación de los Deudos de los Usuarios de los Distritos y Zonas de Riego por Concepto del Uso de las Aguas Publicas." Santo Domingo: INDRHI Central Files, 1985.


"Resumen Presupuesto 1984 por Objectos." Santiago, Dominican Republic: INDRHI Irrigation District Files, 1985. (Mimeo.)


The report defines some of the major irrigation water management problems in Pakistan and the technologies for correcting them, providing a strong basis for undertaking a program of improved on-farm water management even though there is still a need for additional field data to further identify and define problems. The most important components of a water management program for Pakistan are: 1) watercourse rehabilitation; 2) precision land leveling; 3) small tubewells; 4) effective agricultural and water management technical assistance and extension; and 5) development of local institutions to insure the effectiveness of the program. The more difficult problems are to define the appropriate processes for implementing such technologies.

One recommendation is to promote institutional development at three levels: 1) at the farm level by creating water user associations; 2) at the government agency level; and 3) at the legal regulatory level. Currently, Pakistan has no user associations and the first steps must be to introduce the concepts, use a bottom-up approach that will foster initiative among farmers, and provide them with incentives for improved water use by arranging for loans, giving technical assistance, etc. A Water Management Advisory Service is needed for liaison between farmer groups and government agencies, whose role must be to facilitate the development of associations by giving help in water allocation and management (especially in technical aspects), and by providing training.


The report outlines the rapid deterioration of many donor funded irrigation systems in Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Thailand, primarily because there is a shortage of funds for regular O and M (recurrent costs). This results in most developing country systems operating at less than 50 percent efficiency which reduces acreage and yields and enhances tension among farmers. Often early rehabilitation of systems becomes necessary and is done at tremendous expense. An example is the Luwu Project in Indonesia where routine maintenance was so poor that canals were eroded even though they were only constructed in 1979. The failure of each of the three countries to fully meet O and M funding expectations is detailed. In Indonesia, O and M needs greatly exceed government allocations and delivery of subsidies. Monitoring is also difficult because there are no consolidated figures for funds used in O and M. Eleven different government agencies are involved in funding and there is no single source of accountability.
The report recommends that AID: 1) require a recurrent cost plan that identifies operation and maintenance requirements and funding sources for each project; 2) adopt stronger project design and construction criteria to reduce recurrent costs; and 3) require that water user associations be established before financing on-farm construction.


The purpose of this paper is to analyze the attitudes of irrigation engineers in the Indian irrigation bureaucracy, and specifically these engineers' attitudes toward working in the area of water management/O and M versus working in the construction and designing wing of the irrigation department. In turn, the author looks at how these attitudes affect the current inadequacy in the discharge of water management functions. The study was based on two irrigation projects in Gujarat State involving 289 engineers.

In concluding that the engineers find work in the C and D wing of the irrigation bureaucracy to be far superior in both professional growth potential and in prestige than in the O and M wing, the authors argue that specific tasks must be undertaken to raise the status of O and M personnel and to engender in them a sense of self-esteem and commitment. One such specific task identified is to let O and M personnel see that problems encountered in O and M are challenging and interesting, and worthy of specialization and investigation. One problem mentioned is that of considering farmer participation in the O and M scheme.

This paper addresses the lack of professionalism in the water management area of the Indian irrigation administration and the negative effects this has had on many irrigation projects, particularly in the delivery of water to farmers' lands in an adequate, timely, and reliable manner. The author suggests several ways that the self-esteem and sense of professionalism can be boosted among water management personnel.

Experimental rotational water supply (RWS) schemes have been welcomed by farmers. Irrigation and water management personnel have, in turn, responded positively to the farmers' reactions to RWS. This mutual confidence between irrigation personnel and farmers leads to an atmosphere that is favorable for the development of new institutions such as farmers' organizations designed to help regulate supplies below the outlets, to solve disputes among irrigators, and to monitor field channels and drains.


Two empirical case studies from Gujarat state demonstrate the following conditions for successful farmer group-operated irrigation: certainties of water supply, relatively egalitarian community structure based on size of land holding and leadership by a person or group with proven ability, and a commitment to egalitarianism. The organizational form in both cases was a central committee of a small number of farmers with delegated authority for limited functions such as maintenance of water courses and community assets and liaison with the irrigation bureaucracy. In one case, the organization had the power to collect fees in lieu of labor, and in the second, the organization collected fees towards labor charges. The simple organizational form of the committees was adequate for the limited functions assigned, but more extensive functions such as water allocation and distribution and conflict resolution would require more formal organizational structures.


This paper assesses the water use efficiency at a 0.5 million acres irrigation project in Gujarat State, India, where rotational water supply at the farm level is used. One of the conclusions drawn by the author is that greater water use efficiency would
result if farmers came forward on their own to maintain the watercourses (earthen field channels), because this would increase the conveyance efficiency and reduce water losses in transmission. The author also asserts, however, that farmers will only come forward to do this if they can be assured of the availability of water supplies at scheduled intervals in adequate quantities in a reliable manner.


The article examines the experience of farmer organizations in Sri Lanka in farm management and raises issues that have practical implications for policy information. Special reference is made to the role of cultivation committees and of irrigation agents. The Mahaweli model of farmer groups is also examined. Special attention is paid to the role of local irrigation management. It is suggested that priority be given to setting up higher level authority to deal with problems of water allocation in major irrigation systems and in the Mahaweli scheme.


Three types of irrigation system management for water delivery from the main headworks to the farm are contrasted for a selected group of irrigation systems in India. The first type emphasizes the control of water at the head of the minor canal such as those in the Punjab, Harjana, Uttar Pradesh, and parts of Madhya Pradesh. In this system, water drainage is computed from field to field and dependent on type of crop grown. The second type of management is where government controls water distribution up to the outlet (chak) and thus water charges are computed in terms of volume of water received and size of irrigated area. The third type, where the government regulates water flow up to the distributing head of the main or branch canal, assesses water charges on the basis of area irrigated and type of crop grown. A brief review of these approaches is presented and some organizational solutions are discussed.

This summary report reviews the status of irrigation projects in India prior to 1980, describing the extent of irrigated hectares, relative utilization, objectives of the Government of India and USAID in developing irrigation projects and the obstacles or constraints to efficient and effective utilization of current and potential projects. The authors conclude that the primary cause of underutilization is due to inefficient management and estimate that efficiency could increase 25 percent via improved on-farm delivery systems. They observe that the political objective to provide irrigation resources equitably to all sectors and regions of the country has resulted in thinly spread resources--too many new projects have been started with insufficient resources to complete and fully utilize available water resources. The effective range of irrigated water use varies from 10 percent to 100 percent with private wells achieving highest effective utilization and major and medium projects averaging 50 percent utilization. The disappointing record of the CADAs (Command Area Development Authorities) is noted with support given to reorganization of the government agencies overseeing irrigation projects to provide improved coordination.

The authors note that incomplete utilization of surface water does not necessarily represent a net loss. Seepage helps to develop ground water reservoirs and fill aquifers which provide long term benefits to farmers by establishing efficient reserves for dry seasons, ensuring availability of water in drought years and enabling higher distribution efficiency through private tube wells.

It was observed that AID's policy of limiting support of irrigation projects to areas greater than 40 ha often excluded smallholders who sometimes lacked the technical and organizational capacity to deliver water to their fields. Credit and technical support to fully develop irrigated potential was identified as a potential solution rather than a change in AID policy.


Compared to the Punjabi Canal, water losses are less in Baluchistan due to topographic and physical differences (soil type) and to the policy of charging higher water fees leading to more efficient water use. In spite of these, farmers in Baluchistan have been observed to over irrigate due to lack of farm gate control. For farmers with tubewells, overapplication of water is also high because of inadequate management (extension) and to the fixed monthly charge on electricity rather than on a volumetric method. The authors suggest radical changes in the program and the encouragement of local participation in decision making.


Over a five-year period the National Irrigation Administration (NIA) of the Philippines has been building its capacity to develop water users' associations for small scale irrigation systems. The NIA approach is to develop a water users' association prior to construction of the physical system and then to involve association members fully in the planning and construction of the system. Implementing this participatory approach has required a wide variety of changes in the agency's policies, procedures, and personnel to become an enabler rather than simply a provider of services.

Based on data acquired from pilot projects involving farmers in the preconstruction and construction process, the lessons learned for developing user associations were the following: 1) farmers developed a sense of ownership in the system and concern for O and M after construction; 2) farmers could contribute knowledge that helped system design and layout; 3) the NIA as the implementing agency realized the difficulties of integrating social and technical dimensions because of the conflicting goals and approaches of engineers and community organizers and lack of awareness of their reciprocal needs.

In the O and M stage, user associations provided for water allocation and system maintenance by hiring full-time water tenders who were responsible for opening and closing outlets and mobilized members for routine maintenance. Tenders resolved conflicts at the sector level and collected fees immediately after the harvest. The fees accounted to $25/ha/year (150 kg) of unhusked rice—half for amortization costs and half for association expenses. The involvement of farmers in the stages of preconstruction study and construction increased the probability of good O and M later.


The seminar had three objectives: 1) to provide an opportunity for comparative evaluation of South and Southeast Asian experience in the management of irrigation systems; 2) to identify common problems and their solutions; and 3) to suggest areas for research relevant to government programs. Theme papers and reactions from participants are summarized in this report.

The major propositions are divided into: 1) types of resources used in irrigation, mainly labor vs. capital resources; 2) amount of resources needed; 3) approaches used for mobilizing resources, especially communal labor; 4) administration and operation of large-scale irrigation systems; and 5) strategies used in the formation of water user organizations.


This paper describes the extent to which farmers in the project area participated in the planning, construction, and implementation of the rehabilitation project. The various government institutions and farmer organizations are examined, with emphasis on the potential for liaison and closer cooperation among them. The author indicates that the technical and construction agencies failed to adequately tap the vast experience and knowledge of the farmers concerning effective water management. The government depended heavily on their technical advisors who used mainly mathematical calculations, rather than consulting the farmers at the preliminary, pre-construction, construction and O and M stages to ascertain feasible methods of achieving maximum cost recovery and increased irrigation benefits.

Although the farmers were comfortable in forming liaisons with some government institutions, they felt that their expertise and practical knowledge could have been sought to a greater extent, thereby increasing the number of beneficiaries and avoiding misuse of precious financial and human resources, and time.


This study explores the reasons why many villages in Pakistan cannot successfully organize water users in order to make effective improvements in farm water management and maintain these improved watercourses. The author identifies a cultural phenomena known as izzat (honor, reputation) as the major cause of local level water management failure and then proposes three ways in which officials and farmers can work within Pakistan's culture toward successful farm water management.

A water management improvement project was examined in a small village dominated by a few powerful brotherhoods or clans known as biraderis. The government provided the supplies and technicians for the improvement project while the farmers in the biraderis provided the labor and, after construction, maintained the system. The system deteriorated and became ineffective for three major reasons: 1) upon completion of the project, farmers
illegally cut into the main branch near the headwaters, thus shortchanging those near the tail; 2) powerful biraderis sabotaged efforts to irrigate farmers other than themselves in order to gain more izzat in the eyes of the community; and 3) these biraderis did not wish to organize and cooperate because small farmers would gain izzat and cause them to lose power and influence in the community.

Other problems concerning izzat included land disputes, pressure placed on engineers by powerful biraderis and the superior attitude of many Western officials toward the villagers in this type of extension project.

The author concludes that this village's inability to organize and cooperate typifies many villages in Pakistan. The most successful efforts occur among small shareholders near the tail of the watercourse. These farmers perform the labor and maintenance themselves, unlike the larger landholders.

The author suggests three ways in which the project can provide for more effective water management. The project needs to provide: 1) legal mechanisms which facilitate the existence of water user organizations; 2) sufficient on-going rewards which make it desirable to organize and cooperate even after project completion; and 3) effective sanctions applied by external authority from local communities. Izzat thus becomes a positive factor in encouraging organization and cooperation and discouraging factionalism.


Efficiency in the use of water for irrigation is normally defined in a physical sense - engineering and agronomic; and it is often assumed that higher efficiency is desirable. However, in an economic sense, there is an optimum range in the level of physical efficiency. Normally it can be said that as water prices increase, it becomes more rational to increase physical efficiency by selecting and adopting improved methods of controlling, measuring and applying water, and to design systems of pricing and regulations that will promote optimal allocation and efficient use. However, the value of water is often extremely low, in which case there may be little economic incentive to improve physical efficiency unless forced by physical factors that affect production and productivity such as soil characteristics, water-logging or nutrient leaching.

The combination of regulations and prices that are used to allocate irrigation water reflect the conflicting goals of redistribution of income in favor of agriculture and needs to encourage efficient use of water. Regulations and pricing systems also depend on the value of water, the dependability of supplies, systems of delivery and the extent to which flows can be regulated.

Using examples and case studies, this paper discusses physical and economic efficiencies and their interrelationships. It emphasizes the role of pricing and regulations and provides general guidelines.
Much of the widespread failure of irrigation projects may be attributable to imposition of complex management and charging to previously traditional economies with limited experience in cash transactions.


The study is an evaluation of the Upper Pampanga River Integrated Irrigation Project (UPRIIS) whose goals were to improve rice yields in the project area based on efficient irrigation water supply through the rotational method. Since this method required cooperation between farmers and officials and among farmers themselves, the organization of irrigator groups was given priority by the National Irrigation Administration (NIA) which also made available water management technicians to ensure technical efficiency. In order to make the system self-financing for O and M, water charges were established at the rate of 125 kg of paddy/ha and 175 kg of paddy/ha of wet and dry season harvest respectively. Fees based on quantities of paddy have the advantage of protection against inflation and price fluctuations.

Evaluation after five years showed that though farmers have joined irrigation groups, their functional performance is rudimentary and they have not helped officials improve water discipline. The targeted water charge collection rate of 85 percent has not been achieved. For the future, continued production increases will depend on strategies to improve water discipline and collection rates. This must be based on improved understanding of farmer motivation and behavior that can be used to strengthen the irrigation rates. This must be based on improved understanding of farmer motivation and behavior that can be used to strengthen the irrigation associations, for farmers must feel as if they are partners in the development process. Some ground has been lost because getting farmers accustomed to payment for irrigation at an early stage is crucial. As time passes they come to expect irrigation as a right and hence become less willing to pay.


A review of organization and management of irrigation in China. Case studies are used to develop some generally applicable hypotheses about specific aspects of management. The desirability of volumetric charging for water must be weighed against the additional costs, and do not reduce the need for good organizational management.


In this comprehensive analysis of Indonesia's irrigation system, one central conclusion is that lack of attention given to O and M of existing irrigation structures has had an overall detrimental effect on the system. The O and M of the entire canal system has not developed well enough to assure that capital invested in the canals will return projected benefits, and greater emphasis should be placed on routine maintenance activities to avoid or delay the need for rehabilitation. The current need for rehabilitation of the canals is greater than it should be due to inadequate O and M and initial rehabilitation activities.

The authors conclude that although the economic benefits of appropriate O and M and the effects of water users associations on the O and M management infrastructure are difficult to measure, they nonetheless probably have higher economic payoffs than any other form of investment. In order to consolidate the gains from irrigation investment, it is imperative that water management, organization, operation and maintenance become effective.


Ortiz, A. Incentives and Comparative Advantages to the Dominican Republic Dairy Industry. Published MS Thesis. Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1983.


Discussion and comments on cost recovery in relation to water pricing and organizational structures.

These case studies provide the basis for a discussion on the development of farmers groups and their effect on improving water management, O and M, and cost recovery. Where groups have operated successfully, benefits have accrued to both the irrigation system and community.


This article discusses the formation of cooperative user's irrigation societies, known as a chaks, and their effects in the Sone Command region of India. The authors examine the structure, characteristics, and composition of chak societies and analyze the role these societies play in the areas of local farmer participation, water distribution and repair and maintenance of irrigation infrastructure, conflict resolution, social justice, and interaction with the government and other institutions. They then evaluate the utility of these chak societies in terms of productivity and socioeconomic groupings of the beneficiaries. Three specific chak societies are used as case studies in this evaluation.

The authors explain that the ultimate goal of the chak is that it "...may be of help in the maximum utilization of irrigation potential..." Several purposes of the chak are identified: 1) to maintain common irrigation and drainage works; 2) to own or hire appliances, water pumps, and plants; 3) to maintain the irrigation structures; and 4) to regulate and supervise the supply of water and its fair distribution. The capital for the formation of these societies was raised by share payments made by the local landowners/farmers becoming members.
The authors conclude that chaks have been effective in irrigation management as well as in the areas of O and M, distribution of water and conflict resolution at the local level. The evaluation also finds increased productivity in terms of yield and intensity of cropping in chak areas as compared to areas outside of the chaks. The authors state that "...as regard(s) the utilization of these organizations in the effective implementation of various policy decisions, there is hardly any doubt about their ability." They also conclude that in two of the three chak societies examined, sections of the village also received some benefits, despite the fact that benefits resulting from the chak generally went to the dominant sections of the villages.


This paper is concerned with the goals and objectives of irrigation water management. The author identifies human well-being as the overriding goal, and then incorporates this generalized goal into the discipline of irrigation management by stating that the one purpose uniquely served by an irrigation system is to increase production by enhancing the water available for crops.

The author then proceeds to analyze the irrigation water management systems, in part by addressing what he identifies as five "system management considerations": 1) the total system; 2) the farmer as the ultimate manager; 3) the type of system; 4) design and development limitations; and 5) improving management on constrained systems. He views the farmer as the ultimate manager because the farmer, and not the salaried bureaucrat, makes the ultimate production decisions and takes the risks. The author asserts that all functions of the irrigation system should be focused toward the objective of improving the farmer's production environment. Means of improvement include the need for reliable irrigation supplies, enhancement of the farmer's technical and economic information base, and addressing the farmers' perceptions of their production environment.

This report is focused on the improvements in water management of existing irrigation systems in Pakistan and evaluating the success of the 10+ year Colorado State University (CSU) irrigation project in Pakistan in comparison to other centrally-funded research projects.

The authors conclude that the major project achievement was maintenance of project focus over a ten year period and the success of the interdisciplinary approach employed by the project team. They attribute these successes to: the essential design of the project and the focus on on-farm water management; the emphasis on field work together with a flexible work plan which allowed the project to respond to real world problems rather than rely on pre-planned work plan; the conceptualization of the water course as a dynamic unit; the interdisciplinary approach employed by the CSU team; and the recruitment of staff who possessed not only excellent technical skills, but also the requisite attitudinal and interpersonal skills to successfully integrate the various project goals.

The team determined that full farmer participation was essential to project success, with farmers willing to contribute not only labor, but also some financing. Although the project was not focused on institutional and human resource development, training and development of institutional capacities were essential parts of each step in the process. The multiple-contact strategy employed, which required the team to interact with various government ministries and organizations, was deemed to be a success in that it: maintained an active overall strategy, avoiding the usual lulls; eliminated dependence on the project team by individual institutions; and allowed for more facets of irrigation management problems to regularly appear as agenda items on the various institutions involved.

Modification of current Pakistani law was suggested if water user associations were to be granted meaningful legal rights. Little action has been taken on this front with the result of less formal irrigation user groups. The authors suggested that more attention should have been given to traditional user groups, especially in Baluchistan and the Northwest Frontier Province, where peculiar ecological and cultural settings exist, in order to suggest new social organizations and provide actual examples for policy-makers of the possibilities of local-level organizations. Case studies of local irrigation organizations would have been useful supplements to the general discussion. Real world experiments provide a useful source of data.

The water laws of Pakistan, although providing no impediment to water user associations, do not encourage cooperative efforts among water users at the farm level, and Pakistan has no formalized pattern of local associations designed to promote the effective distribution and use of water. Such local associations should be developed, for they would support improved irrigation, increased employment, and greater agricultural productivity. Such organizations could involve farmers in local decision-making, resolve disputes, and constitute a legal contact point between the government and water users. The organizations would need to be simply structured and tailored to the religious, social, political, economic, and legal systems of Pakistan. Such organizations function well in other countries studies. The Tribunal of Waters in Valencia, Spain, is a good model of the type of organization that would be effective in Pakistan, especially since it has some Islamic roots. The authors offer 28 recommendations concerning the proposed functions of water user associations in the Indus Basin and means of developing it. These deal with a charter, bylaws, objectives, functions, formulation of rules and regulations, assessments, sanctions, jurisdictions, separation from politics, member representation, member obligations and rights, cost sharing, water course maintenance, extension and training activities, interfaces with government, and other aspects of such organizations.


Operational difficulties in cost recovery include inflated cost estimates and wasteful O and M where farmers are not involved in the work programme. More consideration needs to be given to the overall pricing and subsidy issue.
Lift schemes are financially more beneficial to the Government, but high water rates relative to those for flow schemes are discouraging development. Despite this there is a large hidden subsidy as charges do not increase with costs.

Cost recovery is assessed in terms of economic efficiency, income distribution and public savings. There is a useful discussion on cost recovery and economic rent. A range of rent recovery indices are recommended to distinguish between different income classes. The procedures for, and extent of cost recovery will vary, with projects directed to low income areas accepting a low cost recovery. The recovery in relation to $O$ and $M$ may be a poor measure of the adequacy of water charges and benefit terms.

Based on the premise that institutional rules rather than market forces determine canal water rationing, the author defines three levels of rationing: water release into the canal system at the administrative unit level, rotation among channels within administrative units and the farm level where there are turns among farmers (warabundi). The uncertainties of the system increase farmer risk causing low utilization and poor system performance. Problems include lack of supply flexibility and control by farmers and operators, predetermined schedules for water delivery, shares of water based on amount of land ownership, a fixed water levy per irrigated acre unrelated to the quantity of water applied or its marginal value, and high seepage losses from unlined canals. The difference in rotations between the warabundi and the channel enhances farmer uncertainty. Farmers are certain of receiving water twice a month but they never know when during the month they will receive it, which makes precise crop and water management difficult and restricts adoption of new crop varieties. Farmers expressed a desire to supplement available irrigation with tube wells. Recommendations for improved rationing include putting the levy on a volumetric basis, allocating more water to small farmers in the interest of equity,
replacement of the warabundi system with a more flexible one that allows water trading, and the development of water user associations that give greater control to farmers.


A study of the establishment of an irrigation association in the Catanduanes province, Philippines, and the effects of a project to improve production and promote land reform, revealed several factors which demanded attention. The association's president played too large a role in the association's funding and daily operations, which served to delay the irrigation systems' smooth functioning at times (since he alone knew 0 and M, repair and key financial matters) and also distanced him from the other members (he was accused of favoritism and too much control, while he claimed he did all the work and used his own money for things the association should have financed). Irrigation fees indeed were insufficient, due to low production, faulty collection techniques and lack of strong identification with the association.

Land tenure and land reform became a major focus. The project made credit, technical and other assistance contingent upon a 70/30 arrangement between tenants and owners in distribution of harvest proceeds, rather than the traditional 50/50 arrangement. A questionnaire was distributed, the results of which were to convince the landowners of the profitability of the new arrangement. The questionnaire served to calculate a net break-even point (i.e., minimum yield required so that landowners would receive the same share of proceeds under the new arrangement as under the previous) and a gross break-even point (i.e., yield required to entirely repay production loans and to have savings for costs of the succeeding crop). Complicating factors were that tenants were often relatives of owners, and may have had difficulty voicing complaints. Also, mortgaging and re-mortgaging of lots made it difficult to discern the usufructuary.

The president agreed to more equally distribute functions of the association, and by-laws, constitution and financial records were made more readily available. The paper was written only one season after the project was implemented, and yields were not yet up to expectations. However, the provincial governor tentatively agreed to start a similar program in another area. It was hoped
that success in irrigation cooperation would spur farmers to cooperate in other areas, such as fertilizer purchase, marketing and conflict resolution between tenants and landlords.


The paper reviews the nature and extent of O and M costs in irrigation. A methodology for collecting recurrent costs is proposed for use in policy and project management.


In Mexico, recovery of irrigation costs through water pricing is based on farmers' ability to pay. The result is a highly subsidized system with complex management.


A study of organizational and management issues in irrigation, with a discussion of the usefulness of a range of alternative procedures for operation and charging for water.


The author provides a means of organizing data and estimating the values of each resource for purposes of investment decisions on water and land use. Net income per hectare is separated into estimated values of land and water, and ratios of water to land are used to help decide which of these resources would have the most elastic supply. A marginal supply price is then budgeted for that input and the residual income is attributed to the other fixed resource.

The article also notes that prices charged for water use cannot always be an accurate indicator of value or estimated value, because irrigation water is often a loosely-defined water right that is purchased along with the land, and the water fees are not high enough to ration the limited quantity of water among potential buyers. However, where water rights are transferred apart from the land (within canal user associations or cooperatives, for example) some studies contend that within such cooperatives effective allocation of water to its highest-valued use does take place.


Alternative combinations of water pricing and regulations are possible in allocating irrigation water. The best combination will depend on the value of water, ability to control deliveries, desire to subsidize agriculture, ownership traditions, crops grown, return flows, drainage problems, staff training, ability to collect fees, the number of farmers involved, etc. Marginal cost pricing is just one possible alternative and it is more a way of thinking about prices rather than a set system. The possibilities for achieving an equitable and efficient distribution of water are improved if some form of marginal cost pricing is included in the system of water charges.


After noting the massive investments in irrigation over the last decades, the continued investment and attention to irrigated agriculture, and the shifting focus from building new systems to improving the performance of existing systems—the authors review the major requirement to increase food production via irrigated agriculture: improved irrigation management. Improved water management, or irrigation management, is defined as a complex set of factors going beyond the purely technical system and reaching to issues of long-term sustainability, as well as management of people, funds, equipment, information, and political relationships. They note that, without an interdisciplinary approach or without examining all levels of the irrigation system and subsystems, symptoms tend to be confused with causes and technological fixes are proposed which cure only the symptoms of a larger problem.

The authors note that USAID has responded well to these issues over the last decade. Water Management Synthesis II, a joint project of the Asia and Science and Technology Bureaus, is designed to develop the knowledge necessary to overcome these
problems and transfer the lessons learned to the appropriate
government institutions in developing countries, which are
responsible for the planning, design, implementation, operation,
maintenance, monitoring and evaluation of irrigation
institutions. This institution-strengthening strategy focuses on
management, farmer participation, an interdisciplinary approach,
and two-way communication between irrigation subsystems. It
is the focus of USAID irrigation efforts in the '80s.

Tagarino, R.N. **Economic and Financial Policy Issues in Philippine
Irrigation Systems.** Los Baños, Philippines: University of the
Philippines at Los Baños Continuing Education Center, 1976.

The irrigation pricing policies of the Philippine government
are evaluated in this paper with respect to income distribution,
water use efficiency, and economic growth. The major conclusion
of the paper is that water charges must be based on both benefits
and costs of the project and their implications to farmers' income
and government revenue.

Tagarino, R.N. and Torres, R.D. "The Pricing of Irrigation Water: A
Case Study of the Philippines Upper Pampanga River Project." In
**Irrigation Policy and the Management of Irrigation Systems in
South East Asia.** Edited by Taylor, D.C. and Wickham, T.M.,

The irrigation water rates policy resulted in a fee which was
too high in relation to incomes and too low to cover O and M
costs. Alternatives for charging should consider change in
production, and prices received by farmers. Benefits to
non-project participants, competing objectives for efficient water
use, revenue generation and income distribution must all be taken
into account to determine appropriate charges.

Takase, K. "NIA-ADB Water Management Project." **Farm Water Management
Seminar, Manila.** Rome, Italy: Food and Agriculture Organization,
1972.

Taylor, Donald C. "Agricultural Development Through Group Action to
Improve the Distribution of Water in Asian Gravity-Flow Irrigation
Systems." **Teaching and Research Forum.** No. 1, The Agricultural
Development Council, Inc. Singapore: Singapore University

________. "Financing Irrigation Services in the Pekalen Sampean
Irrigation Project, East Java, Indonesia." **Irrigation Policy and
Management in Southeast Asia.** Los Baños, Philippines: The
Farmers are already paying more for irrigation water than the amount being spent on O and M in the project. With substantial external benefits to Government, agro-industry and consumers caution is required in approaching the possibility of increased charges. A number of methods for cost recovery are evaluated.


The report urges USAID to concentrate on development of small scale community irrigation in the Sierras with the emphasis on maximizing social benefits per unit of capital input. This should be supported by incentive policies for agricultural development.

The prevailing system of water allocation is based on cropping patterns. Water ownership rights are held by the state and farmers are required to submit to the irrigation district a cultivation plan for the season projecting anticipated irrigated crops and areas. Based on these submissions the district allocates water. Water distribution is enforced at the farm level by sectoristas who are government personnel. Shortage of funds and personnel results in sectoristas being appointed only for management and control of systems where conflicts are common as a result of water scarcity. The system's weakness is its emphasis on determining allocation rather than enforcing distribution.

User participation in irrigation is relatively high in Peru and the organizational structure is defined by law. The primary motivating force in participation is the need for regulation in order to protect individual interests. Organizations are particularly active where conflicts are common but there are shortcomings in that the presidents of the user organizations cannot handle allocation abuses and therefore equity suffers. The possibility for establishing successful user organizations in the Sierras is great because of the Indian population which tends to be communally organized.

By law, Peruvian irrigation users are required to pay a tariff and a quota. The purpose is threefold: to recover capital costs; to recover O and M costs; and to increase efficiency of water use. The current tariff varies from district to district and is based on farmer ability to pay. It is collected by the government for the public fund. The quota is collected by user groups for their own use. The rates of the tariff and quotas are, however, so low as to be almost inconsequential. Collection costs are sometimes higher than generated revenues.

Prescriptions to use pricing as a means for getting farmers to use water more efficiently will not work where water is scarce because it may aggravate an already difficult situation. Although some studies have suggested that there is considerable wastage of water, pricing may not be the solution for inefficient use. Other factors may be involved, such as inefficiencies in the main system which are related to the local system, and over which users have no control and cannot effect by improved management. In setting fees, it is important to take into consideration that a variety of objectives may be involved and it is necessary to relate the tariffs to the paramount objective.
Cost recovery and management issues in Peru are greatly affected by macroeconomic conditions. A clear relation was found in this study between good on-farm water management and cases where farmers were faced with strong market prices, whether real or subsidized. In these cases, a minimum of governmental support was needed.

---


The need for predictable and reliable water supplies to maximize the effectiveness of using the new high yielding varieties (HYVs) has resulted in groundwater problems for northern India. Water supply problems are viewed in this paper as intrinsically related to existing groundwater rights and the lack of institutions for regulating such rights. The "Correlative rights doctrine" is used in analyzing the economic value of having groundwater rights and groundwater regulations.


The experience of the National Irrigation Administration (NIA) of Philippines' with irrigation design and implementation led to a greater respect for and inclusion of existing traditional structures of farmer organization (called zanjeras), in terms of farmer participation in planning and implementation as well as optimal utilization of existing irrigation networks. The zanja is a communal irrigation system operated by a very cohesive group with values of fair and equal distribution of labor, money and other resources. In its initial stages, the Palsiguan River Multi-Purpose Project (PRMP) did not utilize the zanjeras' existing system of canals. Also, farmers were suspicious of NIA's motives as well as resistant to signing right-of-way waivers and paying irrigation fees. A re-assessment of the project led to a strategy which involved farmers from the beginning in planning for the project, after taking zanjeras leaders on a field trip to observe the benefits of a similar project. A survey of the zanjeras canals showed that 85 percent of the existing canals could be utilized in the project. The remaining canals and ditches to be constructed were jointly planned by the zanjeras and NIA. NIA also provided opportunities for strengthening the zanjeras through federations, registering them with the Securities and Exchange Commission, and providing training in O and M. Thus, the zanjeras could assume full responsibility for the new system. The authors concluded that project success is highly dependent on farmer participation in the project at the planning stages and throughout the construction and turnover process.


This article treats the subject of canal irrigation and the management thereof in a case study of the southern Indian district of Andhra Pradesh. Specific attention focuses on the relationship between the degree of corporate organization and the scarcity and uncertainty of water supply. In India an estimated 40-50 percent of food grain production comes from irrigated areas; of this area, one-half is supplied by canals. The functioning of these canals at the local level has not attracted the appropriate attention of social scientists, in that the specific district studied exemplifies a system with a low degree of organization where the land owner is the primary manager of the land. The comparison is made to a village with a higher degree of organization which contains committees designed to settle irrigation and cultivation questions and which nominates the members on an annual basis. Among the functions of the committee are: 1) appointment of water guards; 2) establishment of harvesting dates for sorghum; and 3) collection and management of village funds. The author therefore asserts that to employ common irrigators is of sociological significance in that the establishment of common irrigators results in cultivators relinquishing management of irrigated land and their individual claim to control water usage. A corporate approach to irrigation as a response to water scarcity is evident in nearly all cases studied. Where water is problematic for virtually all irrigators, users tend to form a corporate body to deal with problems of users' rights, allocation, fees, and equitable distribution of the resource. These pressures, then, are likely to be institutionalized in the formation of an association or committee concerned with management problems. Finally, as described in the Indian villages studied, which lack a formalized management structure, the organizational response is likely to be most strongly shaped by the immediate environmental pressures such as water scarcity and its impact on water regulation.


The article examines the impact of the Command Area Development (CAD) Programme in terms of improving the efficiency of water use, increasing crop yields, and maintaining land fertility levels on a large scale. The use of such methods as land consolidation, realignment of field boundaries and reallocation of lands to farmers is evaluated with respect to their effects on decreasing conflicts in water use and increasing collection of water fees. Wade examines further the effects of the CAD on the institutional design for water sharing at the farm level and suggests that socioeconomic research is needed in evaluating the long-term impact of such projects.
The authors argue that current evaluation and professional writing concerning canal irrigation systems is severely biased by ignoring or screening out a set of causes for inefficient irrigation management. They identify the following three implicit false assumptions prevailing current discussion: 1) problems are 'technical' rather than 'institutional' in nature; 2) problems are 'below' rather than 'above' the outlet, i.e., at the farm and village level; and 3) inasmuch as problems are institutional in nature, they are problems with farmer institutions.

Effective and efficient management of the main system, or even realization of problems with the main systems, are hampered by several 'blind spots': 1) village level and on-farm management deficiencies are more visible than system distribution problems; 2) no professional discipline exists to identify and provide solutions for main system management as exists for the physical, economic, social and agronomic elements of the systems; 3) prejudicial blame is given to farmers as ignorant and therefore of water as a scarce resource in the analysis of problems and potential solutions; 5) solutions are treated as zero-sum games when in fact benefits can accrue to all participants in the system by improved management of the main system; and 6) little incentive exists for canal operators to allocate water efficiently, rather allocation is to minimize conflict to the operator.

The authors propose that changes in both cognitive and diagnostic procedures are needed to overcome these problems. Increased focus must be paid to main system management, especially to overcome the bias and blind spots identified.


The majority of case studies of Asian irrigation systems at the village level were done on relatively isolated systems with minimal government inputs. A review of some studies done on village irrigation systems located within large-scale projects is presented in this paper. Two major types of organizational arrangements are identified: 1) direct state management where no village organization exists; and 2) state coordination with existing local, village administration.


In this study, the author finds that farmers in areas of assured water adequacy tend to be less cooperative with water management personnel because they already have free access to water, whereas farmers in water-short areas exhibit a greater degree of cooperation in hope that it will improve their water supply. Cooperation between farmers themselves also seemed to be preferred on an informal basis rather than through formal means such as irrigators associations. In addition, farmers were generally interested in working individually rather than as a group, pump use being the only preferred group activity recognized by a majority of the farmers in the study group.

One traditional notion of noncooperation in the area of water fee payments is challenged by the author. The traditional explanation of inadequacy of water resulting in non-payment is not born out in this study, nonpayment remains a problem despite 71 percent of the farmers in the study group acknowledging they have at least adequate water supply.

The study also notes that farmers generally have good relations and communication with the government-employed ditch tender. This relationship was mostly social, however, so irrigation was seldom the topic of discussion. The author therefore advocates the need for either increased communication between higher-level irrigation personnel and the farmers or an upgrading of the ditch tenders' responsibilities, in the areas of water distribution or collection of fees for example.